P/N 74156
PARTS LIST
1-Cable handle-black
2-Cable terminal-male
2-8-32 Handle lock screw
1-Thru-panel nut, black
12-3/4” Plastic washer
2-1/2” Lock washer
2-Rubber protective cap

1- Cable handle-red
2-Cable set screw
2-Threaded female terminal, brass
1-Thru-panel nut, red
4-1/2” Flat washer
4-1/2” Nut

INSTALLATION
Caution: Do not allow the brass threaded female terminal to come in contact with the body panel that the plastic thru-panel
nuts pass through, as this may cause arcing and fire may result. Rubber caps are provided to protect the male terminals
when not in use.
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

6)

Slide the cable handle over the battery cable and strip back approx. 1” of insulation.
Insert the bare wire into the male cable terminal, thread a cable set screw into the large threaded hole in the terminal
and tighten.
Slide the handle over the terminal so that the holes line up as the terminal is bottomed out. Then insert the 8-32 lock
screw through the handle and thread into the brass terminal to lock the handle onto the brass terminal.
Thread the female brass terminals into the red and black thru-panel nuts with the tapered end facing the thru-panel
nut opening.
Drill a 3/4” hole into the body panel in the desired location. Depending on the thickness of the panel it may be
necessary to shorten the “neck” of the thru-panel nut once the plastic washer is slid over the neck and the metal flat
washer and hex nut are tightened down to “sandwich” the panel to prevent movement.
Install a metal flat washer and battery cable ring terminal over the rear of the female threaded brass terminal and
tighten with a lock washer and 1/2”nut.
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